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1. Objectives of the project:
The research work has started with first and foremost queries that how to ensure an
authentication of a node/soldier by the way it can cooperate well and how to make nodes become
more trustworthy and how to make secure routing, so that, successfully complete a task in
MANET based military environment. As a result of the queries, many security schemes have
been studied.
Security mechanisms that have been proposed already are effective and mostly based on
Shared Secret, Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), Digital Signature, Digital Certificate, Intrusion
Detection Systems (IDS) and Hash functions. However, these techniques are centralized, predetermined depend on trusted third party thereby increasing computation power, memory,
consumption of communication bandwidth and battery power and performance degradation in
overall network’s throughput, availability and robustness as MANET has resource constrained
nodes. The objective of the research work is to provide efficient, effective, scalable and light
weight authentication schemes that provide integrated solution that leads to secure the MANET
based military environment.

2. Achievements from the project:
The greatest achievement of the project is the successful development of trust-based
security models for MANET based Military environment. It can be used to ensure the identity of
participating nodes by excluding the untrusted nodes from MANET environment by the way
authentication of nodes could be ensured. In addition, the development of trusted routing
protocol could ensure the secure path while transmitting information from source to destination.
Typically, military environments are dealing with highly sensitive information. In addition,
imperfection may result in the loss of human life. Hence, with the help of this models and
protocol, a military environment can ensure the security so that successful completion of
mission.

3. Contribution to the Society:

The growing advancement of information and communication technologies open a
gateway for many significant applications in India that also reflects in military environment. In

recent years, Indian army has well equipped with information and communication technologies
and have tie up many software companies in order to provide the secure communication system
in battle field environment. Among various technologies, MANET provide significant role in
battled filed environment because of unique characteristics. However, such special
characteristics lead to various security related issues.
In military, communication should be carried out on time and without loss of data so that
successful completion of mission. The MANET enabled military equipment are always working
well at the time of battle however due to its special characteristics such as limited battery power,
open wireless nature and resourced constrained nature, the devices may loss their own control
and become selfish. Therefore, to identify such type of devices in military environment, our
trust-based models can be used.
Hence, the contribution to the society is in term of providing security by identifying
untrusted soldiers and create a secure path while communication in MANET based military
environment in India.
The main advantage is, security models that have been developed in these models are
light weight hence it increases the life time of devices in terms of saving battery power and other
resource. Therefore, the survival of soldiers in such environment can also be increased.

4. Summary of findings:
The development of security models comprises the following major things. Every model has
its own role in terms of identifying the untrusted nodes but the overall whole is to ensure the
authentication and guarantee the trust path. The summary of findings is herein:
Identifying the suitable routing protocol for military environment through case study and
simulation
Every routing protocol in network environment has its own advantages as well as disadvantages.
As military environment always owns highly confidential information, identification of right
routing protocol for such application is important. Because suitability of routing protocol for one
application may not suitable for other application. With this consideration in mind the initial
work has been started.
Trust and Q-Learning based Security model (TQS)
This model is used to detect the untrusted nodes over Ad Hoc On Demand Distance- Vector
(AODV) routing protocol. Here the untrusted nodes could be identified and eliminated by

calculating an aggregated reward, based on the Q-learning mechanism by using their historical
forwarding and responding behaviour by the way authentication could be achieved.
A Centralized Trust Computation Model (CTC)
This model is used to ensure authentication based on own experiences, recommendations, social
and sense making trusts of team members evaluated by commanders that create an efficient and
secure team based on stereotypes model and prior direct trust will be evaluated between all the
team members based on the number of successful transactions hence the adversaries who
intentionally harm the mission and selfish members due to lack of resources can be identified
and isolated from the network by the way authentication can be achieved and secure group can
be formed.
Trust and Cluster based Security Architecture (TCS)
This model could ensure the authentication, by identifying untrusted soldiers and also addresses
the scalability issue. Here, authentication is ensured by evaluating trustworthiness of soldiers
based on direct observations and feedback values. Based on these two values, overall trust is
calculated then by using the overall trust, cluster is formed.

Trust based Authentication Scheme.
In this model, in order to evaluate the trustworthiness of participating nodes, direct observation
and feedback values is used. Based on these two values, aggregated trust is calculated then
untrusted nodes could be identified and eliminated from the network.

5. Conclusion
MANET is a suitable network for applications where infrastructure is not possible or
needs to be deployed on demand. The significant nature such as lack of central administration,
open and shared wireless medium, nodes as routers, no fixed topology, self-organize and other
characteristics of MANET offer various applications. Among the applications, military
environment is getting more attention due to the necessity and adaptability of MANET in such
environment.
The objective of MANET based military environment is to provide continuous access to
all soldiers and decision makers to form a clear and perfect view of the military environment so

that it leads to successful completion of mission by making use of network functionalities. But
achieving it, is not an easy task due to the unique characteristics of MANET.
Routing of information from one place to another place in MANET based military
environment is achieved by routing protocols. Routing protocols are designed in nature to
support network operations. But in practice, they are affected by security vulnerabilities in the
form of various attacks. Black hole attack is one of the dangerous attacks because it is launched
internally by compromised nodes and also originates to disturb the network operation in the
routing stage itself. Hence providing secure routing is a challenging task.
In addition, authentication is an important security requirement because it provides first
level of security among the security requirements. However, providing authentication is a
difficult task since each soldier has to communicate with other soldiers in the unstable
environment without any prior interactions and recommendations. This loophole, leads security
vulnerabilities in MANET.
However, authentication is ensuring the right identity but it does not guarantee the trusted
route from the source to destination because routing operations are still affected by compromised
or selfish nodes. They may ensure authentication but not cooperation in routing operations.
To safeguard the network from the above issues several solutions were proposed but they
are based on cryptographic techniques such as Shared Secret, Public Key Infrastructure (PKI),
Digital Signature, Digital Certificate and Hash functions. These techniques are centralized, predetermined, depend on trusted third party consequently increasing computation power, memory,
consumption of communication bandwidth and battery power leading to performance
degradation in network’s throughput, availability and robustness as MANET has resource
constrained nodes. In addition, the above techniques are inefficient to handle internal attacks.
To overcome the above shortcomings and lack of integration trust based solutions such as
detection of black hole attack, ensuring authentication and trusted route formation, are the
foundation of this research work. Consequently, the trust based security models are proposed.

